Summary. Using our relativistic constituent quark model we present results on the exclusive nonleptonic and semileptonic decays of the Bc-meson. The nonleptonic decays are studied in the framework of the factorization approximation. We calculate the branching ratios for a large set of exclusive nonleptonic and semileptonic decays of the Bc meson and compare our results with the results of other models.
Introduction
The B c -meson is the lowest bound state of two heavy quarks (charm and bottom) with open flavor. The B c -meson therefore decays weakly via (i) bquark decay, (ii) c-quark decay, and (iii) the annihilation channel. Starting from the pioneering paper [1] , the modern state of art in the spectroscopy, production and decays of the B c -meson can be found in the review [2] .
The first observation of the B c meson was reported by the CDF Collaboration at Fermilab [3] in the semileptonic decay mode B c → J/ψ + l + ν with the J/ψ decaying into muon pairs. Values for the mass and the lifetime of the B c meson were given as M (B c ) = 6.40 ± 0.39 ± 0.13 GeV and τ (B c ) = 0.46
−0.16 (stat) ± 0.03(syst) ps. Recently, CDF reported new value for the mass of B c meson, 6.2857 ± 0.0053(stat.) ± 0.0012(syst.) GeV with errors significantly smaller than in the first measurement. Also D0 has observed the B c in the semileptonic mode B c → J/ψ + µ + X and reported preliminary evidence that M (B c ) = 5.95 +0.14 −0.13 ± 0.34 GeV and τ (B c ) = 0.45 +0.12 −0.10 ±0.12 ps [5] .
In the following we report on the results of an analysis of almost all accessible low-lying exclusive nonleptonic two-body and semileptonic three-body modes of the B c -decays [6] within our relativistic constituent quark model [7, 8, 9, 10] . In [6] we updated the free parameters of the model by using ⋆⋆ Preprint DSF-2006/27 (Napoli) the latest experimental data on the B c -mass [4] and the weak decay constant f D [11] . We give a set of numerical values for the leptonic, semileptonic and nonleptonic partial decay widths of the B c -meson and compare them with the results of other approaches.
Results and discussions
The constituent relativistic quark model we employ to study B c decays was developed in [7, 8, 9, 10] and successfully applied to a very large class of weak decays (see for example [12] ). For technical details regarding the model we refer the interested reader to ref [6] . Here we present our results on the semileptonic decays into charmonia, into (B Tables  2 and 3 contain numerical results corresponding to processes with branching ratios larger than 0.1%. For the complete list see the tables in [6] . From the tables we observe that our results are generally close to the QCD sum rule results of [13, 14] and the constituent quark model results of [15, 16, 17] for the b → c induced decays. In exception are the (b → c; c → (s, d)) results of [15] which are considerably smaller than our results, and smaller than the results of the other model calculations. Summing up the exclusive contributions one obtains a branching fraction of 8.8%. Considering the fact that the b → c contribution to the total rate is expected to be about 20% [2] this leaves plenty of room for nonresonant multibody decays For the c → s induced decays our branching ratios are considerably smaller than those predicted by QCD sum rules [13, 14] but are generally close to the other constituent quark model results. When we sum up our exclusive branching fractions we obtain a total branching ratio of 27.6% which has to be compared with the 70% expected for the c → s contribution to the total rate [2] . The sum rule model of [13, 14] gives a summed branching fraction of 73.4% for the c → s contribution, i.e. the model of [13, 14] predicts that the exclusive channels pretty well saturate the c → s part of the total rate.
Conclusions
In the coming few years one can expect large data samples on exclusive B c decays at the TEVATRON and at the LHC. We are looking forward to a comparison of our model results with the upcoming experimental data.
